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Welcome

Dear Friends of the Great Lakes Equestrian Festival,

 On behalf of the entire Great Lakes Equestrian Festival team, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the beautiful 
Flintfields Horse Park for the second annual Great Lakes Equestrian Festival.  In 2015, our first year in Traverse City, 
we made great strides and were able to expand our schedule from four weeks last year to seven weeks of competition 
this year.  New this year is the three week August series, which holds valuable FEI international ranking recognition.  
For the first time in Traverse City, competitors will be able to compete for highly sought after Longines FEI World 
Rankings Points.  Also new for 2016, competitors in both hunter rings can enjoy new, state-of-the-art footing that was 
installed this past May.  

Highlighting these seven weeks of great equestrian sport will be:

            • $25,000 USHJA International Hunter Derby presented by the Gochman Family July 30th
            • July 13-17 is World Championship Hunter Rider week
            • $25,000 U-25 Grand Prix presented by the Moyer Family August 13th
            • July series - $25,000 Welcome Prix every Friday and $50,000 Grand Prix every Sunday
            • August FEI series - $35,000 Welcome Prix every week and $50,000 Grand Prix every Sunday
            • $100,000 FEI CSI3* Grand Prix Finale on August 28th

During the week, please join in the Raymond James VIP Club, our fully catered hospitality area overlooking the 
amazing Grand Prix Field.  Enjoy watching top competition ringside daily at a VIP table, or bring out a large party for 
corporate hosting opportunities.  We encourage members of the media and the public to join us weekly to watch great 
competition.  Additionally, we will have family fun festivities on selected Sundays as well as some featured artists 
performing on Fridays after competition has completed.

We would like to express a heartfelt thank you to everyone who has contributed to help create an incredible 2016 
Great Lakes Equestrian Festival.  Whether you are an owner, trainer, rider, sponsor, media/press, spectator or vendor 
it’s your contribution and efforts that enable us to build and improve year after year.  We cannot thank you enough for 
your support, and look forward to having you with us in Traverse City.  

Sincerely,

Matt Morrissey
Great Lakes Equestrian Festival



Event Schedule
Week I / July 6-10
      Friday        Welcome Stake
                          presented by Amalaya Investments
      Sunday       SJHOF Junior/Amateur Jumper Classic
                          Glory Days Farm, LLC 
                          USHJA National Hunter Derby
      2:00pm      $50,000 Grand Prix of Traverse City
                          presented by North Face Farm

Week II / July 13 - 17
      Friday        CWD Welcome Stake
      Sunday       SJHOF Junior/Amateur Jumper Classic 
                          Glory Days Farm, LLC 
                          USHJA National Hunter Derby
      2:00pm      $50,000 Grand Prix of Michigan
                           presented by Peninsula Capital Management
                            and Craig Rosenberg

Week III / July 20 - 24
      Friday         Devocoux Welcome Stake 
      Sunday      Glory Day’s Farm, LLC
                          USHJA National Hunter Derby
      2:00pm      $50,000 Great Lakes Grand Prix 
                          presented by the Ingram Family

Week IV / July 27 - 31
      Friday        Welcome Stake
                          JustWorld “Cheers for Change”
      Saturday    USHJA International Hunter Derby 
                          presented by the Gochman Family
                          JustWorld Horseless Horse Show
      Sunday       WTCM 103.5 Family Day & AC Paws
                          East Wind Farm Children’s Jumper Classic
                          Great Lakes Lead Line class
                          Meadowview Farm & The Johnson Family
                          Grooms Class
      2:00pm      Flintfields Farm Grand Prix
                          presented by Meijer

Week V / August 10 - 14 – FEI CSI 2*
      Friday         FEI Welcome Stake CSI 2*
      Saturday   U25 Grand Prix 
                          presented by the Moyer Family
      Sunday      USHJA National Hunter Derby 
      2:00pm     FEI Grand Prix of Williamsburg CSI 2*

Week VI / August 17 - 21- FEI CSI 2*
      Friday         FEI Welcome Stake CSI 2*
      Sunday      USHJA National Hunter Derby
      2:00pm     FEI Grand Prix CSI 2*

Week VII/ August 24 - 28 - CSI 3*
      Thursday   FEI Welcome Stake CSI 3*
      Friday         FEI Great Lakes Classic CSI 3* 
      Sunday       Great Lakes Lead Line 
                          USHJA National Hunter Derby
       2:00pm       $100,000 FEI Grand Traverse Grand Prix CSI 3*

ConCErT & DInnEr SErIES by PorThouSEPrESEnTS.CoM
Other dates include July 8 & 22; August 12, 19, 26 & 28.
July 15 - 6pm        Dirty bourbon river Show
                                New Orleans Cajun Cuisine
July 24 - 6pm        olate Dogs
                                winners of America’s Got Talent
                                Coney Island Hot Dog & Brat Bar
July 29 - 6pm        Josh Davis Trio
                                Paella & Farm Feast

Facilities 
      Raymond James® VIP Tent 
      The Green at the VIP Tent
      Sea Change Farm Exhibitor Hospitality Tent
      Marshall & Sterling Rider’s Lounge
      Van Kampen Pavilion
      Equifit Grand Prix Warm-Up
      Children’s Green & Playground
      Taylor Harris Insurance Water Vehicles

Treesdale Farms Pre Green Hunter Section 
Wrenwood Farm & Jenny Sutton 

First Year Green Working Hunter Section
Sugar Run Farm Regular Conformation Hunter Section
French Road Cellars & The Matthies Family

Large Junior Hunter 15 & Under Section
Sporthorse Saddlery Low Children’s Hunter Section
Quasar Industries Baby Green Hunter Section
Noble Outfitters Great Lakes Open Hunter 3’ Section
The Competitive Equestrian 

Low Adult Amateur Hunter Section
Adell Family Small/Medium Children’s Pony Hunter
Tribute Equine Nutrition Adult Equitation 3’ 

Adult Hunter Classics, Children’s Hunter and Pony Classics
Pony Hunter Classics
Show Jumping Hall of Fame Junior/Amateur Jumper Classic
North American League Low Junior/Amateur Jumper Classic
Adult Amateur Jumper Classic 

Member of the North American League, 
Washington International Horse Show 
Marshall & Sterling Leagues

East Wind Farm Children’s Jumpers
Member of the North American League,
Washington International Horse Show 
Marshall & Sterling Leagues

Take2 Thoroughbred Jumper and Hunters

Weekly Sponsored Classes
competition runs Wednesday through Sunday

daily schedules are available at the venue.



About the Great Lakes Equestrian Festival

The Great Lakes Equestrian Festival is a seven-week-long hunter and jumper equestrian festival. Held at the Flintfields 
Horse Park, the Great Lakes Equestrian Festival is set on 88 beautiful acres and showcases five world-class competition 
rings in addition to spacious schooling rings. The property features don’t stop there as the park offers convenient on-site 
campgrounds, making for a truly unique attendee experience.
 
Given its gorgeous summer setting and its wide range of classes, the 2016 Great Lakes Equestrian Festival is an event 
that equestrians won’t want to miss.



Fast Facts

2016 Event Dates:
July 6-10
July 13-17
July 20-24
July 27-31
Aug. 10-14 CSI 2*
Aug. 17-21 CSI 2*
Aug. 24- 28 CSI 3* 

Location:
Flintfields Horse Park, 6535 Bates Road, Williamsburg, MI 49690 
10 miles east from the beautiful Resort town of Traverse City.

Featured Events:
WCHR Week II
Week IV $25,000 USHJA International Derby presented by the Gochman Family
Weekly Glory Days Farm LLC USHJA National Hunter Derby
$25,000 Weekly Welcome Stake for July series
$50,000 Weekly Grand Prix for July series
$35,000 and $50,000 FEI classes Week V and VI
$35,000, $40,000 and $100,000 FEI classes Week VII
$25,000 U-25 Grand Prix August 13th presented by The Moyer Family

For ticketing information, visit www.MyNorthTickets.com.

Media Partners

EQ
®

E Q U E S T R I A N Q U A R T E R L Y
T H E   P R E M I E R   M A G A Z I N E   O F   C O U N T R Y   L I F E



Thank You to our 2016 Sponsors and Partners



Glossary of  Terms

AMATEUR OWNER - Divisions which are restricted to non-professional adult riders who ride horses owned by themselves or mem-
bers of their immediate family.

ASPCA MACLAY CLASS - A year-long horsemanship competition for junior riders. Riders must qualify for the finals by winning a 
specified number of ASPCA Maclay classes throughout the year.

CLEAN ROUND - When a horse completes the prescribed jumper course within the time allowed without incurring jumping faults. 
When more than one horse has a “clean round,” a jump-off is held to determine the winner.

COMBINATION - Two or three jumps set up so they must be taken in quick succession, separated by only one or two strides. A com-
bination is considered to be a single obstacle. If a horse stops or runs-out at any element of the combination (elements are lettered A, 
B, C), the entire obstacle must be re-jumped.

COURSE - In each class over fences, competitors must negotiate the jumps in a prescribed order. Courses for each class are posted 
in advance near the In-Gates so that riders and trainers may memorize them. It is the role of the course designer to establish the 
degree of difficulty in the course. A mark of a good course designer is that he or she will gradually increase the course difficulty as the 
week proceeds so that both horse and rider learn as they jump in classes at the show. The grand prix is the highest level of show jump-
ing competition so the fences are larger and the course is longer and more challenging. Grand prix courses are planned by accredited 
course designers. No two courses are ever exactly the same. There are usually 12 to 18 fences on the grand prix course. Spectators 
who hear a course described as a “perfect course” (P.C.) have seen an event in which the number of riders who qualify for the jump-off 
is the same as the number of ribbons offered in that class.

EQUITATION - Equitation classes are classes in which the rider, not the horse, is judged. The rider must demonstrate good seat and 
hands, and sufficient management of the horse to perform the required tests, either over fences or on the flat, in a smooth, controlled, 
and accurate manner. Riders are classified according to their age and previous winnings in equitation classes. Many of today’s top 
riders, including Leslie Howard and Katie Prudent were national equitation champions while juniors. Look for tomorrow’s stars in 
today’s equitation classes. Equitation classes are graded, with entrants restricted by previous winnings. The grading sequence from 
easiest to most difficult is: Leadline, Short Stirrup, Maiden, Novice, Limit, Intermediate, and Open. Among the most advanced Open 
equitation events are the USEF Medals, the ASPCA Maclay, Washington International Horse Show Classic, and the Calvin Klein 
Equitation Championship.

FAULT - Penalty assessed in jumper classes for mistakes such as knockdowns, refusals, and exceeding the time allowed. In Table 
II classes, (“Timed 1st jump-off”) touches don’t count; knockdowns and refusals are penalized. There is also a time limit or “Time 
Allowed” to complete the course. “Time-faults” are assigned for each second over the time allowed. All with clean rounds return for a 
jump-off, or in a “power and speed” format class, proceed to the “speed” portion of the course. In Table III classes (“speed classes”) 
touches are not scored, only knockdowns and refusals, as contestants are timed in the first round. Except in the unlikely event of a tie, 
there is no jump-off. In the Table II(c) “Power and Speed” classes, all exhibitors who have gone clean immediately proceed through 
a set of timers to the “speed” portion of the course. In all jumper classes, falls and going “off course” (jumping the jumps out of order) 
result in elimination.

Glossary of Terms



Glossary of Terms

FAULT (CONT.) - Faults are scored as follows:
Knockdowns............................................................................... ............. ..............4 faults
1st Refusal or run-out................................................................. ............. ..............4 faults
2nd Refusal or run-out ............................................................... ............. ..............Elimination
Fall of horse or rider ................................................................... ............. ..............Elimination
Failure to cross starting line within 45 seconds after clock is started ....... ..............Elimination
Exceeding the time allowed........................................................ ............. ..............1 fault for every second

FEI - Federation Equestre Internationale. The international sanctioning body of equestrian sports.

FEI SHOW JUMPING WORLD CUP - An annual competition governed by the FEI in which the top riders in the world meet in a differ-
ent location each year to determine the world cup champion.

GAITS - The different paces at which the horse travels are the walk, trot, canter, gallop, and varying speeds of each.

GREEN - An inexperienced or young horse. A Green Hunter is in its first or second year of showing over obstacles 3’ 6” or higher.

GROOMING - Some of the jumpers in the grand prix ring have their manes and tails braided to enhance their appearance. A tail that 
is braided and then turned up so the hairs do not hang loose is called a “mud tail” and is frequently used in damp weather conditions.

HORSES - Although in the past most show jumpers were thought to be thoroughbreds, today there are a variety of breeds and imports 
that make it to the grand prix ring. American breeds include Thoroughbreds, Quarter Horses and Appaloosas, etc., while import breeds 
from Ireland, France, Holland and Germany have soared in number and popularity. The grand prix horse is the most talented jumper in 
the show world and also the most expensive with several sales topping the $1,000,000 mark. A horse could make it to the grand prix 
ring at the relatively early age of six or seven years, and continue to compete into its early 20’s. Horses in the jumper division compete 
in sections according to the age of the rider (Junior, Amateur Owner, or Adult Amateur Jumper) or according to the amount of prior 
experience and prize money winnings (Preliminary, Intermediate or Open Jumper).

HUNTER - Unlike jumpers, hunters are judged on the style in which they negotiate obstacles as well as on their ability to do so. They 
should display jumping ability, manners, style, an even pace, and quality. They are generally Thoroughbreds or part Thoroughbreds 
and originally were meant to represent the type of horse that provides a safe and pleasant ride on a fox hunt. Show hunters jump nat-
urally-styled fences simulating obstacles which might be encountered in the hunting field. Both “working” and “conformation” hunters 
are judged on their ability and performance. However, the conformation hunter is also judged on its physical attributes and beauty. 
Green hunters are inexperienced horses in their first or second year of showing. Pony hunters are 14.2 hands or smaller in size, and 
are judged by the same criteria as other hunters. Hunter classes are divided according to several criteria--Age and Experience (Ju-
nior, Children’s and Amateur Hunters); Size of Pony (Small, Medium, and Large Pony Hunter) or Experience of the Horse (First-Year, 
Second-Year, Regular, Green Hunter).

IN AND OUT - A two-jump combination, with elements separated by one or two strides.

Glossary of  Terms
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JUMPERS - Jumpers are judged solely on their ability to jump obstacles. They need not be any special breed or size, nor do they need 
to be beautiful, well-mannered or stylish. Style doesn’t count; jumper classes are purely athletic tests of speed and strength. Jumper 
courses are very demanding, calling for technical accuracy on the part of the rider and absolute obedience on the part of the horse. 
They are required to complete a course of approximately 16 obstacles ranging in height from 3’6” to 5’ or more with spreads of up to 
6 feet, depending on the division in which they compete. Open jumpers are classified according to the amount of prize money they 
have won; they may be ridden by amateurs and juniors, as well as professionals. Amateur-owner jumpers must be ridden by amateur 
riders only. Junior jumpers must be ridden by riders under 18 years of age. The rules for particular classes vary according to the tables 
under which they are conducted (see table of faults under “Faults”). After each performance the announcer reads out the number of 
jumping and time faults earned. 

JUMPS - The general types of jumps in competition are a straight or vertical fence and a spread (wide) fence or oxer. The degree of 
difficulty of a jump is determined by its height, width, construction, and its placement in relation to other jumps on the course. In com-
petition a variety of fences can be used including walls, panels, gates, oxers, water jumps, combinations, banks, and ditches. An oxer 
is a single fence composed of two or three elements to produce a spread. A “square” oxer is one in which the front and back rails are of 
equal height, making it more difficult to jump. Types of oxers include parallel, ascending, descending and Swedish oxers. A “triple bar” 
is composed of three fences which a horse must clear in one leap. This tests the horse’s ability to jump both height and width. A water 
jump is another type of spread fence that can stretch 12 to 14 feet. The lathe or tape marker on the landing side designates the end of 
the fence and if the horse touches the marker upon landing it is counted as a penalty. Combinations are a series of jumps, usually two 
or three in a row, set to challenge the horse’s ability to jump successively after one or two strides. Another name for a combination is 
an in-and-out. A bank is an earthen mound which the horse must jump up onto or scramble over. The Hampton Classic bank consists 
of a thirty inch high, twenty-two foot “table” plus a sixteen foot ramp which rises to a total height of five feet. It was designed by the late 
USET show jumping coach Bertelan De Nemethy. Obstacles are brightly colored both for aesthetics and to add difficulty to the course. 
Some course designers believe the colors and patterns painted on the obstacles affect the way the horses take the jump. The type of 
construction of a particular fence also determines its difficulty. A fence that is composed of just a few rails, for example, appears more 
airy and is more difficult for a horse to negotiate than a solid looking fence.

JUMPING ORDER - The jumping order or starting order is determined in a drawing before the event so that each competitor has an 
equal chance of attaining a favorable starting position. Riders near the end of the starting order have the advantage of seeing how the 
first riders complete the course.

JUMP-OFF - All horses with “clean” first rounds jump a shortened course against the clock to determine the winner. 

JUNIOR - A rider under 18 years of age.

OPEN - Advanced divisions in which competitors are not restricted by previous winnings.

RIDERS ATTIRE - Breeches and boots, a ratcatcher, hunt coat, and hunt cap are all worn by the riders. Breeches are the tight fitting 
pants worn under leather boots. A ratcatcher is another name for the riding shirt worn under the hunt coat or jacket. It is common to 
see grand prix riders attired in a scarlet coat. A blue collar signifies that the rider has competed for the USET. Other hunt coat colors 
are blue, dark green or black. The hunt cap is a type of hard helmet worn by the rider. A rider may also elect to wear spurs or carry a 
crop, or stick, to encourage the horse over the fences.

ROUND - or “trip”; terms used to describe a rider’s turn in each class.
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SCHOOLING - The warm-up session prior to each rider’s round in which they jump practice fences in the schooling area. 

SHOW JUMPING HALL OF FAME – The Show Jumping Hall of Fame conducts the Show Jumping Hall of Fame Jumper Classic Se-
ries, held under Grand Prix rules and specifications. The Series holds classes at approximately 100 horse shows across the country, 
including the Carolex Show Jumping Derby at the Hampton Classic. The Show Jumping Hall of Fame is located at the Kentucky Horse 
Park in Lexington, KY. 

STANDARDS - The various types of supports which hold up the rails of a jump.

STRIDE - The amount of ground covered by a horse in one “step” at the canter. The average horse’s stride is 12 feet. Distances be-
tween fences are set accordingly by the course designer. 

TACK - The equipment worn by the horse depends on the needs of the animal. The saddle and bridle are the staples. Other equipment 
may be added such as a martingale, which attaches to the saddle and bridle to keep the horse’s head from raising too high. Horses 
may also wear boots or bandages on their legs for support or protection.

UNITED STATES EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION (USEF) – The sanctioning body which governs equestrian sport competition in the 
United States.

UNITED STATES HUNTER JUMPER ASSOCIATION (USHJA) - The USHJA is committed to advancing and representing the hunter 
and jumper disciplines by fostering an educated community of equestrians that promotes the welfare of the horse and fairness in 
competition.

USEF HUNTER SEAT EQUITATION MEDAL - A year-long horsemanship competition for junior riders which culminates at the Penn-
sylvania National Horse Show in Harrisburg, PA each October. Riders must qualify for the finals by winning a specified number of 
USEF Medal classes throughout the year.

USET FOUNDATION - The USET Foundation supports the competition, training, coaching, travel and educational needs of America’s 
elite and developing International High Performance horses and athletes in partnership with the US Equestrian Federation.

VAULTING - Gymnastics on a moving horse.

VERTICAL - A fence with no spread to it, which forces a horse to make a steep arc in his effort to jump.

VOLUNTARY WITHDRAWAL - A rider makes the decision not to continue on the course and to leave the ring usually with a nod of 
the head or tip of the hat to the judge. A rider may decide to withdraw because of a problem with the horse or trouble negotiating the 
course, or because the rider knows he or she has too many faults to place in the ribbons and thus would rather spare his horse or 
save him for another class.

WALKING THE COURSE - Riders and horses may not practice on a course prior to actual competition, but they are permitted to walk 
out the route, pacing off the number of strides between jumps and examining the obstacles closely. It is a course designer’s job to set 
up problems that will challenge the ability of exhibitors. Riders and trainers must determine what and where these are in a course and 
develop strategies accordingly.

WARMBLOOD - Type of sport horse resulting from crossing heavier draft-horse breeds with lighter Thoroughbred-types. European 
warmblood breeds have been imported extensively into the U.S. over the past decade. (See “SPORT HORSE”)

Glossary of  Terms



Show Jumping 101

Jumpers

The Jumper is the “athlete” of the horse show. His task is solely to jump, regardless of style or manner. While Hunters are scored sub-
jectively, Jumpers are scored objectively. Scoring is based on a point system for faults in jumping (knocking a rail down or a refusal) or 
exceeding the specified time limit.  Jumper courses tend to be much more complex and technical than hunter courses, because riders 
and horses are not being judged on style. The winner is the horse with the lowest number of faults. Time is also a factor in deciding 
the outcome of an event. In the case of a tie after the first round, jump-offs are sometimes held over a shortened course, and the 
competitors must compete against the clock. 

To experience a great horse and rider combination competing over a demanding course is thrilling and impressive. In order to derive 
the full measure of enjoyment from these events, the spectator needs to understand the basics of keeping score.

The scoring for show jumping is based on a point system for ‘faults,’ for example, knocking a rail down, jumping refusals, or exceeding 
the specified time limit. The winner is the horse and rider who has least the number of faults. Hence, time is the key factor in deciding 
the outcome.

Electronic timers are used to accurately record time. In the case of a tie after the first round [clean or equal number of faults], jump-offs 
are conducted over a shortened, and usually raised, course. Those competitors will compete again, only this time against the clock.

Designing jumper courses is a technical art form with no two courses ever alike. A diagram of the course is posted indicating the di-
rection and sequence the course must be taken. The rider has the chance to “walk’” the course prior to each event to plan their best 
course of action. Each jump is numbered and flags are placed to indicate the direction the obstacle is to be taken: the red flag is on 
the right and the white flag is on the left.

In Show Jumping classes, what counts is how faultless and, in the end, ultimately how fast the ride!

Equitation

In today’s Hunt Seat Equitation, it is the rider and not the horse that is being judged. The actions of the horse are important only as 
they reflect on the horsemanship of the rider. Therefore, it is possible for a rider whose horse “acts up” to be placed among the winners 
because, in the judge’s opinion, the rider met the problem skillfully. Conversely, a seemingly good rider may mean nothing more than a 
placid horse carrying an unskilled passenger.

It is only the rider being judged in Horsemanship Classes whether it is “over fence”’ or “on the flat.” In Equitation, the judging and scoring 
is not based on the same process as Working Hunters or Show Jumping. Judges are looking for style of riding, proficiency, accuracy, and 
judgment in the use of the aids [hands, seat, and legs], as well as an overall impression of complete and quiet control−all demonstrating 
skilled horsemanship.

In specifications of Equitation Classes, there is a reference to “tests.” This refers to the tests of Horsemanship established by the United 
States Equestrian Federation] (USEF) and published in the USEF Rule Book. These tests may be applied to the class at the judge’s 
discretion.

Equitation courses are designed to offer the challenge of skill and judgment. The jumps and courses may be representative of those often 
seen in Show Jumping. For Equitation, judges reward the form, skill, precision, and handling by the rider.

Hunters
The Working Hunter is representative of the type of horse used in the sport of Fox Hunting, possessing manners, jumping ability, style, 
pace, and quality. The judge is looking for a horse that would be the most agreeable mount to “ride to the hounds.”

The Working Hunter must demonstrate his ability to furnish the rider with a smooth and safe ride, clearing all of the obstacles in stride with 
a minimum of effort and a pace he can maintain during a day in the hunt field. In judging the Working Hunter, a horse will be penalized 
for refusals, knockdowns, and basic disobediences. The judge may not fault for the rubbing of a rail, unless it is the fault of poor-quality 
jumping. Penalties may also be assessed for inadequate or unsafe jumping.

The Hunter courses are designed to offer a reasonable facsimile for the conditions a Working Hunter would meet on a day at the hunt, 
with natural obstacles and decor. It is the horse, and not the rider, being judged in the Hunter classes. 

When you watch a Hunter Class, judge the horse for quality jumping, manners, refinement, pace, and turnout—a smooth, comfortable, 
and visually flawless ride.

Show Jumping 101Show Jumping 101
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